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Task #1:  10/10 Precision 200 Points Possible

Fire 10 Prone and 10 Standing shots at scored (ISSF Standard Scoring) Biathlon Targets, calculate points based on scoring rings of the 

target, if it breaks a line then take credit for the higher score.
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Task #3:  S/S Single Shot 200 Points Possible

Task #2:  American Test 200 Points Possible

Shot on steel targets and done with a scorekeeper/timer.  From behind the mat, on the command GO the timer will start the stopwatch and 

the shooter, using standard range procedures, will fire 5 shots at Prone targets from the Prone position while the scorekeeper marks misses.  

After the 5 shots, the shooter puts the rifle on their back, stands up and leaves the mat.  They will then come back to the mat and shoot 5 

more Prone, then 5 Standing and finally 5 Standing (shooting sequence of PPSS).  They scorekeeper will mark all missed shots and the time 

stops when the shooter leaves the mat for the last time.  Each missed shot subtracts 10 points from the starting base of 200 and each 

second over 1 minute subtracts 1 point.
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Notes:

Shot on steel targets and done with a scorekeeper/timer.  From behind the mat, on the command GO the timer will start the stopwatch and 

the shooter, using standard range procedures, will fire 5 shots at Prone targets from Prone position but will hand load each round.  Shooter 

will continue firing and hand loading until all five targets have been hit.  Time will stop when the shooter leaves the mat.  The shooter will then 

do the same drill only on standing targets from the standing position.  Scorekeeper will note the time for each event.  Each second over 60 

seconds for Prone and 50 Seconds for Standing will subtract 1 point from the starting base of 200 points. 
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